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Figure 1. American GI and a Japanese feminist named Sugako who works
as a bargirl in Okinawa, Japan in 1972
Source: Hara Kazuo's film, Extreme Private Eros, Love Song 1974

1. The above image is from Extreme Private Eros: Love Song 1974, Hara Kazuo's cinéma vérité style
film that depicts Japanese feminists consorting with Black American GIs in Okinawa.[1] This film
captures transpacific imperial intimacies of Japanese feminism, Black GIs and the US militarised
occupation of Okinawa during the early 1970s. Through an analysis of Extreme Private Eros, I
illuminate the intersections of US and Japanese neo-imperialism and colonialism, militarised
occupations (of soldiers, Asian bargirls, and Okinawa), heterosexism and racism as the structuring
conditions that produce the contradictory dynamics of feminist practices of sexual liberation.[2] I
examine the entangled intimacies of US and Japanese neo-imperialisms that manifest through the
sexualised relations between American soldiers and Asian women in contact zones such as Okinawa.
My analysis reveals that the intimacies of imperialism are often intertwined with liberation movements
that are conceived as anti-imperial; these movements must therefore undo their own conditions of
existence. These are the vexed and contradictory conditions that I explore in this article.
2. My interpretation of this film is informed by my research on the Japanese women's liberation
movement and a broader concern with the transpacific cross-fertilisation of liberation movements
during the 1960s and 1970s.[3] My notion of imperial intimacies refers to the collusion between US
and Japanese neo-imperialism(s), and the imperial-militarisation of intimate spaces, racialised-sexual
encounters, modes of kinship, complicity and reproduction.[4] 'Imperial intimacies' also gestures
toward the transpacific roots/routes of this radical Japanese feminist movement that are traceable to
transpacific liberation (US feminism and Black Power) and anti-imperial movements (Anti-Vietnam
War and New Left movements) that emerged in response to interlocking US and Japanese neo-
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imperialisms. For many activists of this radical feminist movement, the liberation of sex was key to
human liberation. The movement supported women's sexual liberation from the confines of the
patriarchal Japanese family system. This analysis complicates existing feminist approaches to
militarised prostitution and Asian-Black relations by examining the relational dynamics of the
Japanese feminists, Black Americans and Okinawans depicted in this film. Building on the work of
scholars such as Cynthia Enloe, Katharine Moon and Ji-Yeon Yuh, this article further explores how
anti-Black racism articulates through a discourse of women's relative empowerment. This discussion
demonstrates how Japanese feminist liberation practices are thus contradictory forms of resistance
and subject formation, and can come into conflict with other trajectories of liberation. My analysis
demonstrates how even anti-imperialist feminist practices can unwittingly replicate racist and colonial
modes of being and therefore underscores the imperative of an intersectional and decolonial feminist
analytic.

Con/text of the 1970s: Filming movements and occupations
3. Extreme Private Eros (hereafter EPE) depicts the militarised occupation of Okinawa in the early 1970s
as the context for an intimate exposé of the private lives of the controversial Japanese filmmaker Hara
Kazuo and his then-wife, Takeda Miyuki.[5] EPE traces the unconventional relationship(s) between
Takeda, Hara and his new lover and partner, Kobayashi Sachiko.[6] At the beginning of the film, Hara
states that he made the film as a means to continue his relationship with Takeda.[7] She was an
activist in the Japanese women's liberation movement who ardently expressed her independence
through transgressive actions (such as her openness about her erotic and sexual relations with others
outside the marriage). Since its release in the mid-1970s, EPE continues to be shown in Japan and
internationally, providing a provocative visual ethnography of the impact of US militarisation in places
like Okinawa and beyond. Its continued circulation and global availability in DVD format enables an
ever-widening audience to view this striking experimental film.
4. Hara began filming EPE in 1972. This was a significant year because it marked the official reversion
of Okinawa from US military governance (which had been in effect since 1945) to the Japanese
government. Despite the reversion, nearly 75 percent of all US military bases in Japan have been
concentrated in Okinawa, which comprises less than 1 percent of Japan'’s land mass. These figures
demonstrate how Japanese governance maintains this disproportionate US military occupation,
constituting what Ayano Ginoza refers to as the ‘interdependent colonialisms’ of Japan and the US.[8]
The imposition of US bases and thousands of troops has disproportionately subjected Okinawa and its
people to continuous dangers, pollution and assaults, structuring a neo-imperial-colonial condition
that is justified through the rhetoric and formalities of US and Japanese democracy.[9]
5. One of the results of such military occupations is the establishment and regulation of a militarised sexentertainment industry. As Enloe, Moon and others have underscored, militarisation is a thoroughly
gendered process with deep implications for people within and beyond the military.[10] Through this
film, the audience is taken into the intimate settings of militarised encounters and exposed to the
complex sexual economies of Asian-Black-White relations. In contrast to documentary films about US
military prostitution, such as The Women Outside (1996), Camp Arirang (1995) and Sin City Diary
(1992), EPE depicts an unusual feminist response by portraying Japanese women inserting
themselves into this cross-racial sexual economy as an articulation of their freedom, relative mobility
and transgressive desire.[11]
6. The majority of the film depicts Takeda's experiences as she sojourns in Okinawa for ten months. Film
historian Jeffrey Ruoff describes EPE as a cinéma vérité style film that is ‘accentuated by jump cuts,
the lack of establishing shots, flash frames, first-person voice-over, and a handheld camera.’[12] This
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ninety-eight minute black and white film is comprised of twenty-five film sequences that construct a
narrative of Hara and Takeda's relationship, and of their son Rei. The camera appears to capture the
unscripted realism and naked truths of Takeda's multiple relationships in Okinawa: a volatile romance
with her women's lib girlfriend Sugako, an affair with a Black GI named Paul, and the triangulated
relationship with Hara and Kobayashi. Interspersed are scenes of the bar where they work, followed
by a sequence about an Okinawan bargirl named Chi Chi. The viewers see Takeda's short-term
attempt to run a daycare for the children of Okinawan bargirls. She unsuccessfully attempts to adopt a
Black-Okinawan baby. After ten months, Takeda states that she is ‘sick of Okinawa’ and returns to
Tokyo, where she gives birth in front of Hara's camera. The film ends in 1974 with a sequence of
scenes of Takeda living with her children in a women's lib commune and working as a topless gogo
dancer.
7. EPE captures the exuberance and pain of the counter-culture movement era. Hara often speaks
about how deeply imprinted he was by the social movements of the late 1960s and 1970s. In an
interview published almost two decades after the release of EPE, Hara states:
In the sixties and seventies, there was a feeling that if the individual did not cause change, nothing would change.
At the time, I wanted to make a movie, and I was wondering how I could make a statement for change. At the time,
there was much talk of familial imperialism [kazoku teikokushugi]. One of the strong sentiments of the time was that
familial imperialism should be destroyed. I thought that if I could put my own family under the camera, all our
emotions, our privacy, I wondered if I might break taboos about the family.[13]

8. Hara's statement highlights how the relationship between individual action and societal transformation
can be documented and amplified through the filmic medium. While placing his own family under the
camera, he and Takeda together break the norms of the Japanese family system. Through his
camera, Hara exposes their private lives, creating his own vision of the personal as political, splicing
together filmic fragments of their struggles, fights and sexual encounters. The violation of privacy and
the breaking of social taboos are the hallmarks of Hara's confrontational films.[14] Hara describes how
the movements of the sixties and seventies heralded liberation and attacking social taboos, and that it
was this sense of confrontation and freedom bound together with this kind of destruction or
deconstruction that he also sought to express in his films.

Feminist optics/co-opting feminism
9. Hara did not intend his film to represent the women's liberation movement.[15] My analysis, however,
is shaped by a decade of research and sustained interviews and dialogues with many of its activists.
Leading movement activists, such as Tanaka Mitsu, were angered by his film and critiqued it as
symptomatic of a ‘male gaze.’[16] Due to the film's circulation, Takeda's actions became more visible
compared to most other activists in the movement.[17] Thus regardless of the film's
representativeness of the women's lib movement and the accuracy of its portrayal of bargirls and
Black GIs, EPE’s cinematic form and international circulation render it representative. Compared to
other films about the movement that offer coherent and seamless narratives of feminist progress, EPE
reveals a cinema of truth about the contradictions of sexual liberation.[18]
10. The Japanese feminist movement known as uman ribu emerged in 1970.[19] It was an urban-based
movement comprised of mainly middle-class to lower-middle-class Japanese women in their twenties
and thirties. This movement heralded women's sexual liberation from the confines of the male-centred
Japanese family system. The activists criticised the family system as a microcosm of Japanese
imperialism and the fundamental social unit that reproduced discrimination.[20] Their rejection of the
Japanese family system was thus informed by anti-imperialism, and was foundational to their notion of
the liberation of sex.
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11. The anti-imperialist internationalism of the Japanese New Left and student movements were the
immediate predecessors that catalysed the formation of the women's liberation movement in Japan.
Leftist activists criticised Japanese support for US imperialism in Asia and organised mass rallies
against the American military occupation of Okinawa and regular protests against Japan's support of
the US War in Vietnam during the late 1960s and 1970s.[21]
12. As part of a broader anti-imperialist critique, uman ribu activists criticised the gendered consequences
of the US military occupation of Okinawa. Their political writings denounced how Okinawan prostitutes
were being ‘raped by US soldiers’ and offered as the sacrificial frontline of Japanese-US imperialism.
This feminist criticism of the gendered dynamics of the imperial structure imposed on Okinawa is
articulated in a 1970 ribu pamphlet.
Okinawa is our problem. As for our relationship with Okinawan women, due to the history and the way that the state
has divided us, we cannot say that we are the same women as the Okinawan women.… Because we are women of
the mainland, we are the women who belong to the class of oppressors… We cannot be liberated until Okinawa is
liberated.… Okinawa functions as the mainland’s protective wall. The prostitutes that are being raped by American
soldiers serve as Okinawa's protective wall. And in the sex that is sold by the Okinawan prostitutes, we can see the
naked colors of Japanese imperialism that we must destroy.[22]

13. Activists of the uman ribu movement articulated this critique of the violent sexual effects of the US
military occupation in Okinawa as a manifestation of Japanese imperialism. This pamphlet also clearly
articulates the stark distinction between the Japanese and Okinawans, labelling the former as the
oppressors based on the history of Japan's colonisation of the territory since 1879. It also points to the
gendered/classed positionality of Okinawan bargirls/sex workers vis-à-vis other Okinawans. Although
this pamphlet clearly states that Japanese women's liberation was linked to Okinawa's liberation,
uman ribu activist criticism did not immediately translate into an effective anti-imperialist (or anticolonialist) feminist practice with Okinawan women and bargirls. Such Japanese anti-imperialist
feminist discourse may indeed have motivated Takeda's exploration of Okinawa. The desire to see
and experience how the oppressed other lived was characteristic of a broader Japanese leftist social
movement practice of the era that encouraged learning about the conditions of the oppressed through
direct experience. For example, while in Tokyo, Takeda worked with disabled citizens’ groups; she
sought to create solidarity with criminalised mothers (who were incarcerated for killing their children)
by trying to know them as directly as possible, by visiting and writing them letters. Takeda embodied
one example of how a radical feminist defied the proper norms for middle-class Japanese women,
expressing the liberation of women's body and sexuality. She worked as a nude model and as a
topless dancer, and these expressions of her liberation—which involve a process of confrontation and
critical engagement with heterosexist systems—are captured and shared through Hara's camera. She
was active in the creation of communes where women could raise their children with other women
outside the confines of a male-centred family system. Takeda's maverick feminist lifestyle at times
exceeded what other activists in the movement were willing to endorse; however, her deliberate
defiance of sexual mores for middle-class women was representative of how many feminists refused
the gender norms of Japanese society.[23] Her mobility, agency and freedom to travel to Okinawa
was premised on her relative privilege as a middle-class Japanese woman and feminist political
desire.
14. While there are a multitude of themes to be explored in this evocative film, this article focuses on the
contradictions of Japanese feminist liberation as illustrative of the intimacies of imperialism and
feminism. I argue that Takeda's actions represent the contradictions of a first world (imperialist) antiimperialism and demonstrate the need for a decolonial feminist praxis. The latter requires a more
intersectional engagement with the structures of colonialism and racism and offers a means to critique
how certain first world feminist approaches to women's liberation can reproduce colonial relations and
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representations. This decolonial feminist analytic informs my reading of this film and its context.
15. A close analysis of Takeda's actions reveals some of the tensions, contradictions and limits of certain
first world feminist notions of liberation that are also common problems among other liberation
movements. For example, Takeda can be seen as more invested in pursuing her own liberation than
working for the collective good, indicative of the tensions between liberal individualism/individualist
empowerment versus collective liberation.
16. My interpretation of Takeda, however, is in no way a personal indictment of an individual feminist per
se, but rather a critique of a widely understood notion of liberation and how it is commonly practiced
within a larger context of liberal humanist modernity. EPE thus serves as an allegory of the vexed
conditions of first world liberation struggles that must undo their own privilege, power and desiring
logics.

Rethinking Afro-Asian encounters through Okinawan-Black-Japanese transgression
17. The first film sequence begins with Hara stating that Takeda left Tokyo in 1972 and went to Okinawa
with another young woman from the movement named Sugako.[24] After arriving in Okinawa, these
young feminists, who were in their early twenties, began working at a club for Black American
soldiers. Their decision was likely informed by their limited understanding of the Black struggle against
White oppression in America. Takeda and Sugako were representative of a small number of uman
ribu activists who chose to work in the sex-entertainment industry (mizushobai) during the early years
of the movement. This practice was motivated by a feminist critique of the patriarchal and classist
double-standard that divided women into either good/chaste wives versus bad/promiscuous women, a
binary these feminists sought to deconstruct through their deliberate participation in this industry. This
work also served the pragmatic need to earn money to support their activism and communal life. They
were thus motivated by an anti-Japanese patriarchal feminist politics and they also sought to
transgress class divisions that discriminated against women in the sex-entertainment industry.[25] The
film portrays Takeda's friendships with other bargirls, expressing her desire for friendship across class
lines. Her previous work reaching out to criminalised women in Tokyo also aligned with this anticlassist/anti-elitist politics.
18. What remained underdeveloped in the women's liberation movement—and evident through Takeda's
actions—was a better understanding and critique of racism and colonialism globally and
domestically.[26] Despite being able to critique how the militarised sexual violence against
Okinawan's women's bodies was a result of Japanese imperialism, at the outset of the movement,
Japanese feminists had not yet conceived an effective anti-imperialist or decolonial feminist practice.
Indeed, this analysis further reveals the cleavages between an anti-imperialist feminist critique of
gendered violence and an effective decolonial feminist practice. I make an analytical distinction
between anti-imperialist and decolonial feminist practice. The latter requires an intersectional
understanding of class, gender, ethnicity, race and nation which was lacking in the movement during
the early years of its formation.[27] And as my analysis will later demonstrate, anti-imperialist
feminism can involve colonising tactics.
19. EPE depicts a contradictory set of representations of Black soldiers, Black Power, and Black agency
amid the intimacies of Japanese-US neo-imperialism. The third sequence in EPE depicts the racially
segregated A-sign bar for Black American GIs where Takeda and Sugako work.[28] These scenes
document the transplantation and translocal mediation of American structures of racism and racial
segregation, whereby African Americans are drafted to fight and die for the United States, but are not
equal enough to be entertained in the same clubs as White soldiers. Throughout the film, Black GIs
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are always depicted in civilian clothing, which de-emphasises their militarised presence and power.
They are seen dancing and lounging in the bar and hanging out with other Black soldiers. Through
this set of images, overt codes of militarisation are elided, but function as the necessary suturing logic
of such Asian-Black encounters. Black America encounters Asia at the extremities of the US
militarised empire mediated through the transplantation of structures of racial hierarchy.
20. What is striking in EPE are the multivalent ways that Hara depicts Black GIs. In the image below,
Black GIs pose with raised fists, linking them with other images of Black Power and resistance. These
images and glimpses of Black Power consciousness in Asia attest to the transpacific movement of
liberation consciousness and practice.[29]

Figure 2. Black GIs in Okinawa demonstrating their consciousness of Black
Power
Source. Hara Kazuo's film, Extreme Private Eros, Love Song 1974

21. What are the multiple meanings of this scene of Black Power consciousness in Okinawa, a zone of
US military occupation? EPE provides rarely seen images of Black soldiers in Okinawa: as clientele in
the bar and as part of this group expressing the Black Power salute; as Takeda's short term lover and
as the lover of another bargirl named Chi Chi. EPE thus provides a portal to appreciate the complex
status and figuration of the Black American GI at this historical juncture as occupier and lover, subject
of desire and symbol of resistance.
22. Within such contact zones, these soldier-occupiers are present because they have been drafted into
larger structures of US militarised imperialism. They may have sought respite from the racism they
faced in the US through companionship with Asian women. What further complicates the visual
representation of Black GIs in EPE is a voice-over during a montage sequence of scenes of this Asign bar. The voice-over is a dialogue—spoken in broken English—between a bargirl named Kaylie (a
friend of Takeda) and an anonymous Black GI client. The dialogue raises questions about the
dynamics of Black-Asian-White power relations and provides viewers with the opportunity to hear the
marginalised perspective of a bargirl working in Okinawa.
Bargirl: White people fool Black people right? Ok?
Soldier: White people?
Bargirl: White people use Black male right? Ok, long long time ago, right? Remember?
Soldier: That's why we still hold it against them now.
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The bargirl then states that Black GIs have come to the "Orient" (sic) and treat Japanese women in
the same manner, as if they are doing the same thing that Whites have done to Blacks. Although it
may be a crude comparison, Kaylie expresses her critique of this racialised-gendered power relation.
The Black GI protests her racial analogy.
You know that's not true. All people not do same thing. All GI no come Okinawa, Japan, and treat Oriental woman
the same way. Some come and treat Oriental woman good, you know…

23. Even though the bargirl accuses the Black American GI of acting like the White man vis-à-vis the
Oriental woman, the racialised status of the Black GI is not equivalent (or even accurately analogous)
with that of a White man in these zones of military occupation. The conditions of White domination
over Black people through the history of chattel slavery is neither equivalent to nor commensurate
with the imperial militarism that has brought Black GIs to Asia. However, the bargirl's critique of the
status of the Black GI does attest to an exploitative and contested gendered-racial hierarchy mediated
by the sexual labour of the Asian bargirls. Although Black GIs can purchase sexual services, these
bargirls are not the enslaved property of the soldiers.[30] Rather, as draftees, GI bodies are
disposable property of the US government. Moreover, it is the heterosexist collusion of Okinawan and
Japanese club owners and managers with the US military who support the maintenance of these
gendered and racialised relations of power. Masakazu Tanaka has described this complex status of
the American GI as occupier. In ‘The Sexual Contact Zone in Occupied Japan,’ Tanaka writes:
Although the US military is on the power end of occupation/colonisation, the American soldiers that the … girls
solicited cannot be mass-labeled as the ‘conquerors’ because of the hierarchy that exists within the military system.
The soldiers are mostly single men who are at the lower end of the military organisation. The American soldiers,
although on the buying end of prostitution, are more intermediary in their existence than being direct representatives
of those in power. They are potential critics of the military and of racial discrimination (if they are African-American),
as well as potential deserters during the Vietnam War, they (re)emerge within Japan as military deserters, civil rights
activists, and soldiers declaring solidarity with local civilians. In other words, they are rebels.[31]

This quote distinguishes between the status of low-ranking soldiers and African American soldiers
compared to those who are in power (as policy-makers). Black American soldiers are situated as
occupiers within a larger racial hierarchy and have agency to oppress and resist against structures of
domination.
24. EPE projects the image of the Black male as rebel by including scenes of the Black Power salute.
This recognition of the Black Power movement was part of the late 1960s and early 1970s Japanese
New Left and student movement culture. Black liberation movements in the US also informed the
Japanese New Left. In 1969, for example, two Black Panther members (Roberta Alexander and Elbert
‘Big Man’ Howard) were invited by student movement activists on a speaking tour in Japan.[32] In the
wake of their visit, their works were translated by well-known leftists such as Muto Ichiyo and others,
who formed the Committee to Support the Black Panthers. These are a few examples of transpacific
cross-racial solidarity work.[33]
25. Black liberation thought also served as an inspiration for activists in the women's liberation movement.
The leading philosopher-activist of the Japanese uman ribu movement, Tanaka Mitsu writes about
how US-based Black liberation thought helped crystallise her own radical feminist philosophy. In
1972, Tanaka wrote:
By calling White cops ‘pigs,’ the Blacks struggling in America began to constitute their own identity by confirming
their distance from White centered society in their daily lives. This being the beginning of the process to constitute
their subjectivity, who then should women be calling the pigs?[34]
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26. Anti-racist militancy modelled and informed anti-sexist militancy for radical feminists in the US and
Japan.[35] In her other writings, Tanaka also cites Angela Davis, indicative of a transpacific crossfertilisation of liberation movements.[36] Black liberation struggle thus served as a transnational model
of liberation. However, like other non-Black feminists and other leftist intellectuals, Tanaka learned
lessons and cues from Black liberation, but she did not engage in anti-racist solidarity work and
lacked an intersectional analysis of race, class and gender.[37] Uman ribu discourse described
Japanese women as a discriminated group, analogous to Japan's racialised minorities such as
Okinawans, indigenous Ainu, and also former colonial subjects such as resident Koreans and
Chinese. However, the claim to the same status of oppression conflates forms of domination without
sufficient attention to different histories and structures of colonialism. Indeed, the lack of a racial/ethnic
analysis of power differences informs how the activists of uman ribu did not prioritise solidarity with
other ethnic groups in Japan, but initially focused more on their own liberation, because they
considered themselves analogous to these other oppressed minorities.
27. The focus on one's own liberation (or the liberation of one's own identity group) is a significant and
vital aspect of any liberation struggle. However, an exclusive focus on one's own liberation can
reinforce individualist/self-centred modes of empowerment and conflict with other liberation
movements.[38] The lack of an anti-racist and anti-colonial analysis or practice is symptomatic of a
single-axis feminist criticism that focuses on gender oppression, obscuring and/or excluding other
indices of power. The racialised/ethnic position and class-privilege of Japanese feminist subjects such
as Takeda might be constructively compared with the relative racial privilege of middle-class White
feminists and the relative mobility of middle-class Asian American feminist women.[39] Historically,
many first-world White and Asian/American women have struggled for their own empowerment
according to a liberal feminist paradigm that has emphasised individual upward mobility. The larger
context of anti-colonial and civil rights movements inspired the women's liberation movements during
this era. However, the cross-fertilisation of movements was not always mutual.[40] The dominant
discursive trajectory of Afro-Asian scholarship has been largely celebratory; however, this laudatory
approach often leaves economies of Asian anti-Black racism unexamined.[41] It is this under-explored
gendered-racial dynamic to which I now turn.

Asian bargirls mediating blackness—Chi Chi's remix
28. The fourth film sequence is about an Okinawan bargirl named Chi Chi. Donning an afro-wig and
heavy make-up, Chi Chi's very appearance transfigures self-expression through a racialised fashionaesthetic that signifies an intimacy with blackness.[42] The audience is informed by Hara's voice-over
that Chi Chi is a fourteen year-old Okinawan girl. The scene continues with Chi Chi telling Takeda that
she is pregnant and does not know who fathered the child. This young teenager says her mother
would kill her if she had the child, revealing her troubled situation at home. The sequence ends with
the camera positioning the viewer in Chi Chi's room, as she gets undressed and begins having sex
with an anonymous Black GI. Hara's camera lens implicates the viewer in this transgressive moment.
Voyeuristic desire and curiosity are at once hailed and potentially disturbed. By confronting the viewer
with this cross-racial scene between an anonymous young Black American soldier and a fourteen
year-old girl the viewer is exposed to a spectacle of the transgressive intimacies of imperialism which
is all the more provocative and unsettling given Chi Chi's age.
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Figure 3. A fourteen year-old Okinawan bargirl named Chi Chi and an
anonymous Black GI
Source. Hara Kazuo's film, Extreme Private Eros, Love Song 1974

29. Hara's voice-over refrains from any overt criticism of how the US military sex industry impacts on
Okinawan girls and women, but through the exposure of a fourteen year-old girl, EPE potentially
conjures a narrative of lost innocence. By revealing Chi Chi having sex with an anonymous Black
soldier, the film arguably stages the Okinawan girl as corrupted, and the Black soldier as an
ambivalent subject of desire and an agent of defilement. His body is without a name, without a distinct
story. He is client, lover and polluter, and a potential part of a collective struggle for liberation.
30. This implicit critique of the corrupting influence of the US military occupation takes place through the
spectacle of this Black-Okinawan sexual encounter. This groundbreaking and visually transgressive
film enables viewers to see and consume this Black-Okinawan sexual liaison while the White imperial
subject remains outside the frame. The near complete absence of White American GIs from the film
erases White agency from the constructed and transplanted racial hierarchy.[43] White heterosexist
military governance structures these Afro-Asian relations as the authoritative power that imposes the
segregation of entertainment venues by utilising Asian women as mediators of racial power. Although
there is no explicit indictment of the racism of US imperialism in EPE, the Japanese-Black-Okinawan
relationships are constituted within a larger structure of anti-Black racism that meshes with Japanese
economies of light/white skin privilege.
31. In ‘In the Black Pacific,’ Bernard Scott Lucious writes, 'Colorism, therefore, is not simply a Black-White
color-line problem of the African diaspora: it is also a Black-yellow color-line problem of Asian
diaspora.'[44] Asian anti-Black racism in militarised-sexual contact zones has been described in JiYeon Yuh's, Beyond the Shadow of Camptown (2004) and Katharine Moon's Sex Among Allies
(1997).[45] In these important works, these scholars describe and detail the expressions, practices,
and the effects of anti-Black racism, which is a much needed arena of historical documentation and
analysis. However, such work often remains at the level of descriptive-reinscription by detailing the
actions of women without critical commentary about the racism implied in their discourse.[46]
32. In Sex Among Allies, Moon documents the violent effects of racialised hierarchies within the
militarised entertainment districts of Korea, known as camptowns.[47] Moon notes that if the women
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were found to be consorting with both Blacks and Whites, the women might ‘risk economic and
physical retaliation by White soldiers,’ or if they discriminated ‘against Blacks’ and refused them, they
would ‘thereby risk the wrath of club-owners.’[48] Moreover, Moon writes that, ‘For most prostitutes,
racial discrimination served as a means to retain their limited freedom of choice of customers and
their already compromised sense of self-dignity.’[49] In other words, to practice anti-Black racism is
the root/route to preserve a relative degree of autonomy or dignity for prostitutes, who are already
considered the ‘lowest of the low.’[50] According to this logic, (White mediated) Asian anti-Black racist
practice produces an economy of self-value that has material implications for the earning power and
safety of bargirls and sex workers.
33. Euro-American anti-Black racism is thus transplanted and rearticulated in these militarised contact
zones in Asia. These racial economies are re-inscribed, indexing Asian women's bodies through their
intimacy with Black GIs. Such militarised occupations involve an interpenetrating racialisation between
the soldier and the sex worker, each defining the other through the sexualised encounter. Asian sex
workers are evaluated via their relative intimacy with Blackness and Whiteness as defining signifiers
within a global racial hierarchy of life. In such contact zones, the American military occupation is
maintained by the continued legacy of Japanese colonial governance producing the convergence of
anti-Black and anti-Okinawan racism, both of which are animated by the logics of colonial racism.
34. Such dynamics warrant a further examination of the complex roots and modalities of Asian anti-Black
racism, which differentially involves the multi-racial category of Asians (East Asian, Southeast Asians,
South Asians). A further feminist decolonial analysis of Takeda's contradictory relationship with
blackness helps illuminate these racial optics. By further examining Takeda's contradictions, this
paper demonstrates how certain feminist discourses of women's liberation and empowerment
(re)produce an economy of Asian anti-Black racism in the context of their intimacies with Black GIs.

Asian/Japanese anti-Black racial identity and phobia
35. For many feminist activists of the uman ribu movement, sexual liberation implied having sex and
giving birth outside the confines of the Japanese family system. Takeda passionately engaged these
forms of anti-Japanese patriarchal practice; however, her pursuit of cross-ethnic and cross-racial
relations were contradictory, conflicted and entangled within the racist structures of Japanese
imperialist nationalism. In the fifth sequence in the film, Hara's voice-over reads the contents of a
letter from Takeda. The letter informs him that Takeda is pregnant and she writes that she thinks that
the ‘father is Okinawan.’ After ten months in Okinawa, Takeda travels back to Tokyo. She carries out
her intention, stated earlier in the film, to give birth by herself in front of Hara’s camera.[51] Her
intention to give birth without assistance on camera expresses her desire to publicly perform her
independence and autonomy, indicative of a particular trajectory of (liberal) feminism that heralds
individual female empowerment.
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Figure 4. Takeda gives birth on camera in Hara's Tokyo
apartment

Figure 5. Kobayashi Sachiko records sound and Takeda's
son Rei witness his mother giving birth.

Source. Hara Kazuo's film, Extreme Private Eros, Love Song 1974

36. The narrative creates the expectation for Takeda (and the viewer) to anticipate a mixed OkinawanJapanese child. After a highly graphic birthing scene where Takeda pushes out her baby onto the
newspaper-covered floor of Hara's apartment, the child lies crying as Takeda briefly rests and
recovers. To her surprise, Takeda discovers that her baby daughter is Black-Japanese. The birthing
of her Black-Japanese daughter on camera captures the unanticipated outcome and progeny of her
sexual liberation that transgresses Japanese familial-imperialism. The racial significance of this birth is
prefigured and contextualised by Takeda's ambivalence about birthing a Black child expressed earlier
in the film.[52] During one of Hara's visits to Okinawa, he and Takeda argue about her relationship
with her Black GI lover, Paul. During this argument (in sequence 7), Takeda states that her
relationship with Paul would only last while she was in Okinawa and that she was holding back
because he is Black. One of Takeda's reasons for holding back is rooted in a fear about the colour of
her progeny. During her argument with Hara, Takeda shouts, ‘What do you think is going to come
out? A White kid?!’[53] This exclamation reveals her anxiety about the colour of her offspring. This
holding back due to Paul's blackness reveals how her transgressive sexual practice crosses the
racialised boundaries of Japanese familial nationalism. Takeda desires to experience sexual relations
with Paul, but she is reluctant to embrace the prospect of giving birth to a Black child.
37. After giving birth, Takeda phones her mother to tell her about the birth and that her baby is mixedrace. After discussing the child's skin colour, Takeda says, ‘I can't kill her now, so I will raise her.’ Her
response to her mother reveals the stakes involved in the economies of cross-racial (anti-Japanese)
sexual practice. This conversation with her mother also reveals Japanese discrimination against
mixed-blood (konketsu) children, and how anti-Black racism can manifest despite the relative
absence of Black bodies in Japanese society. Takeda's phobia of having a Black child is thus
arguably informed by her recognition of the anti-Black racism that she also tries to challenge through
her choice to raise her daughter.
38. While Takeda was in Okinawa, as noted above, she tried to adopt a Black-Okinawan baby boy named
Kenny. Although she wanted to adopt a Black baby, she disclosed her resistance to bearing a Black
child.[54] This distinction or contradiction is arguably rooted in a desire for racial self-recognition in her
own offspring. The Black-Japanese sexual encounter thus involves a potential loss of racial selfrecognition insofar as Japanese racial identity is predicated on a non-Black epidermal-spectrum that
coheres East Asian racialisation.[55] According to this racial schema, East Asian racial legibility and
coherence relies on a possessive investment in non-Black epidermalisation and light/white skin
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privilege.[56] The racial coherence of the (East) Asian subject is thus transfigured and reconstituted
through its intimacy with blackness. These Black-American-Japanese encounters provide an
opportunity to interrogate how the racialised identities of East Asians (Chinese, Japanese, Koreans)
are transfigured in relation to blackness.
39. Even though transgressive cross-racial reproduction can be understood as an anti-Japanese
patriarchal feminist practice, what was lacking in the women's liberation movement was a critical
discourse of how Japanese (women’s) identity was predicated on a racialised imperial-colonial
hierarchy of life. Even though their feminist discourse often acknowledged their positionality as
imperialist oppressors (as noted above), their attempts to defy Japanese patriarchy often lacked
practices of solidarity with other oppressed/colonised groups, despite their (mis)understanding of
themselves as analogous with them. The opportunity for solidarity with Okinawan women or Black
soldiers was underdeveloped and delimited by an emphasis on one's own liberation. This distinction
between striving for one's own liberation and struggling with others for collective liberation is a
relational dynamic that remains as a tension in the strategic pursuit of liberation.

Imperial feminist critique/critiquing imperial feminisms
40. EPE thus documents and exposes the various contradictions that arise in Takeda's attempts to forge
a transgressive feminist politics. This narrative focus on Takeda's will to liberate herself centres her
desire as the driving force that takes the viewer to Okinawa as the colonised stage for her liberation
process. Takeda's desire to have sexual relations with Okinawan men and Black GIs trumps the
imperative to struggle for political solidarity with them. The focus on sexual liberation in this radical
feminist movement was its hallmark and its frontier.
41. After the scenes of Takeda's argument with Hara about her relationship with Paul, the sequence ends
with the following inter-title: ‘Her relationship with Paul lasted for three weeks.’ There is no further
information provided to explain their break up. No reasons are offered as to why Takeda proceeds to
take an extremely hostile stance toward all Black GIs. In one of the final sequences of her stay in
Okinawa, Takeda writes a pamphlet to give to Okinawan bargirls in Koza, an entertainment district for
the US military. The pamphlet ends by encouraging Okinawan bargirls to do harm to Black GIs.
Takeda specifically warns Okinawan women, 'Don't fall for Black guys with big cock…. Don't ever
have sympathy for them. They should all be castrated.'[57] Through such an expression, Takeda
disavows her own desire, and instead calls for gendered-racial violence against Black soldiers.
Clearly, Takeda's conception of women's liberation (for Okinawan bargirls) is placed in direct conflict
with Black American GIs. Takeda's pamphlet epitomises a first-world imperialist feminist desire to
‘save’ brown (Okinawan) women from Black men. Her discourse demonstrates a first world
(imperialist) feminist desire to rescue the colonised by giving directives to Okinawan women, telling
them what they need to do to liberate themselves from Black GIs. Indeed, the freedom and liberation
of Black soldiers does not seem to factor into Takeda's political consciousness. Such anti-male
discourse has characterised first-world radical feminist discourse by focusing solely on sexism without
commensurate attention to the racial and classed power structures within larger structures of
imperialism and colonialism. Through this inquiry, we can see how first-world Japanese feminists
engage in sexual pursuits that can become colonising even though they began with anti-imperialist
intentions to break down Japanese familial imperialism. Without adequate attention to racial
hierarchies within colonial histories, even anti-imperialist feminism that seeks to defy Japanese
familial imperialism can remain limited to a single-axis modality of sexual liberation and can fuel antiBlack male racism in the name of women's liberation. As a final point, Takeda's pamphlet provides an
apt example of the distinction between first world anti-imperialism (what we may call imperialist antiimperialism) and decolonial praxis. Even though uman ribu activists were informed by an antihttp://intersections.anu.edu.au/issue37/shigematsu.htm[9/04/2015 4:46:46 PM]
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imperialist critique (as seen in the ribu pamphlet cited above), articulating such criticism should be
distinguished from engaging or sustaining a decolonial feminist praxis. A decolonial feminist praxis
requires that those from the imperialising/colonising side take heed of the anti-colonial desires and
directives of the colonised, rather than focusing on one's own liberation or telling the colonised how
they need to liberate themselves. Thus, although EPE was in many ways inspired by a broader antiimperialist leftist sentiment, this analysis demonstrates how such a highly transgressive and visually
pioneering film can reinscribe and expose colonial modalities of being, seeing, consumption and
abandonment.

Conclusion
42. Takeda and Hara's attempt to break the boundaries of the family system was staged in front of the
camera as a challenge to Japanese familial imperialism. Together they produced a pioneering film that
was paradigm-shifting in its representation of Japanese women's bodily agency and sexuality.
Although Takeda expressed apprehension and fear of having a Black baby, in the final sequence of
the film, she says repeatedly that she identifies much more with her mixed-race daughter Yu, than
with her Japanese son, Rei. However, despite Takeda's attempts to express her love for her
daughter, growing up in Japan, Yu experienced first hand the racism of Japanese society. Yu
eventually decided to leave Japan for the US to look for her father, whom she had never met.[58]
Thus despite Takeda's attempts to defy the taboos of familial imperialism, the larger structures of
Japanese racism—that trouble feminism—remain to be deconstructed and transformed.
43. Through this analysis, I have attempted to illuminate the imperial intimacies of Black American
soldiers and Asian bargirls through their encounters in Okinawa. EPE exposes how women's
empowerment and liberation can manifest through an anti-Black logic and thereby conflict with other
trajectories of liberation. This analysis provides an opportunity for further understanding of how (East)
Asian non-Black epidermalisation may be articulated as a desire for racial self-recognition that does
not challenge the light/white skin privilege that animates a global hierarchy of life. By studying the
contradictions and limits of certain models of liberation emergent in this period, this inquiry
demonstrates the need to reconsider how the limits of liberation are entangled with the intimacies of
imperialism. This analysis reveals the threshold of individualist and imperialist forms of liberation, and
the need to develop more collective and expansive forms of decolonial liberation praxis.
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